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David Sparrow
Sends his message from the Chair
Hello Members
If you weren’t surprised to see me nominated as the new P3A chair, I
certainly was! I am the first chair who has not previously served on any Third Age Committee,
although I have been a member since the P3A was established.
For those of you who don’t know me, I ran the Natural History Group for eight years and in 2012
formed the Dragonfly Study Group, which now has a reputation internationally in the Odonata
world. Ros, my wife, has been on the committee for the last nine years, so I guess being her
husband is the nearest qualification I have for this position.
I am certainly well aware of the hard work that the previous two committees put into getting the
P3A registered, but thanks to their tireless determination, we are now officially an Association,
with our own Bank account. Many thanks go to them for their efforts.
It was encouraging to see Group activities restart after the imposition of restrictions and
lockdowns. I wish I could say that everything is hunky-dory, but as I write this, news has just
flashed up that the 14-day new case rate is up 66% and that hospitalisations are rising into triple
figures. New measures introduced this week allow indoor meetings to continue for
fully-vaccinated members, for now. It seems likely, however, that more stringent checks will be
required. Although it is good to have a QR code either on your mobile or in printed form, for the
over 65s, a valid vaccination certificate is accepted.
As always, I am pleased to see the new edition of Ad Lib, and particularly the article on the
long-delayed photo-exhibition by the Photography Group. It was excellent and a wonderful
opportunity for them to showcase their work, and I hope to see further exhibitions by the group in
future. The Friday Walking Group’s report on their trip to Transylvania also makes very
interesting reading.
David Sparrow
Chair
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
Membership is now at a very healthy total of 881.
Annual subscriptions remain at €5. Renewals are due now and members should renew
by no later than 31st December 2021 or memberships will lapse. Nearly 75% of our
membership base have already renewed until 31st August 2022.
To assist with joining or renewing annual subscriptions, we have 4 dedicated post boxes
located:
a. Inside Angelikas Restaurant in Paphos
b. Outside the lecture room at the Droushia Heights Hotel
c. Inside the Olive Tree Taverna in Polemi
d. Mailbox 275 at the Kamares Club.
P3A also now have a dedicated postal address where members are able to either
personally deposit or post mail. This is:
Paphos Third Age
Mailbox 275
PO Box 60156
Kamares Club
8101 Paphos
Joining P3A has never been easier. Details are on the “JOIN US” page on the
website.
Dale Ikin
Membership Secretary
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NEWS FROM THE GROUPS
NEW PAINTING AND DRAWING GROUP
Hello to all you creative members out there! My name is Patti Sherratt and I am aiming
to start an art class in the first week of the New Year. If you are keen to try out
your artistic skills this could be just the group for you. And even if you have never considered art before, this activity could open your eyes to a most agreeable pastime. All
you need for art is enthusiasm and an eye for proportion. You will be amazed at what
you can achieve with just a few pencils, paints and brushes.

The class aims to cover all aspects of painting and drawing, including pastels, ink
and pencil work. Of course, you may well be an accomplished artist already, just needing to brush up on a few details. That is okay too. Experience has shown me that most
people do prefer to work on their own projects in a class setting, But I can also provide a
joint theme, if that is required. I don't supply materials, just expertise. I also expect members to bring their own paper or canvas. Work can be done either inside or outside in the
garden area, weather permitting.
If you are interested, please email me at pattisherratt@gmail.com. and let Rosalyn Sparrow know. I make a small charge of 1 Euro per person for tea, coffee, or cold drink. The
classes will commence at my home in Emba, from Saturday January 8th, 2022.
Full details will follow soon and there is plenty of car parking space available.

Patti Sherratt

P3A Angling Group
Fishing has much to offer. Outdoors, Leisurely, Exciting, Nature, Always Learning,
Lakes, Sea. Simply relaxing and chatting to fellow devotees of the sport can be a tonic.
This is a Fishing Group, where both ladies and gents can meet up, talk about their
favourite branch of the sport, find out where the fish are biting, meet new companions to
enjoy a day’s fishing with. Do the things that make angling such a pleasure. We fish
purely for enjoyment. Catch and release. But matches can be held if members wish.
My main angling activity has been coarse fishing, but I would welcome members who
have expertise in other areas of the sport. Having the sea close at hand obviously
presents new opportunities, and there is fly fishing in the Troodos. One of the big
attractions of angling is the variety of species, and the methods of catching them, that
the sport offers.
With monthly meetings, weekly fishing expeditions, making new friends, learning about
new species and techniques and continuing to try and actually land the ever elusive
‘One That Got Away’
If this appeals to you please contact Brian Hall

brianandjeanincyprus@gmail.com

or

96136047
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DISCOVERING THE REAL CYPRUS

Most members come to live in Cyprus believing it is more or less like the UK, with a lot
more sun and a different language. Gradually we realise this is not so, with the culture,
traditions, religion, the entire way of life of the island being very much at variance with
the culture we were brought up with.
Cyprus has a much longer documented history than the British Isles. It has been ruled
and fought over by various races, many of whom have left their imprint and monuments
behind them. It gave birth to one of the most revered Goddesses of the ancient world,
who for over 1600 years drew worshippers from all the Mediterranean. It has been both
a major strategic point of the Eastern Mediterranean and a more or less forgotten backwater.
The Natural History and Geology of Cyprus varies greatly from the UK. The Island’s
inhabitants are deeply religious, and churches and monasteries, some over 1000 years
old, abound. There are many quaint, old stone-built villages tucked away, where life still
revolves around the coffee shop. Old wineries, using the same fermenting techniques
used by their founders are found in the hills.
This is the Cyprus that we look for. Not only the wonders and technology of the modern
world, but the wonders of the past, that have led to the creation of the Cyprus of today.
Have a look at the photos on https://photos.app.goo.gl/CsyzxiXuFtFQYeEE7 to learn
more.
If any of any of these appeals to you contact Brian or Suzanne
Brianandjeanincyprus@gmail.com
96136047 You will be most welcome.

BOULES

Due to an increase in Membership, Now Meeting
Tuesday & Thursday.

Looking for something new? Like to be outdoors? Enjoy games that offer
something for everyone? Want to compete, but not to be Competitive
What is so special about Boules?
You can learn the basics in 5 minutes.
Most of our members had never played before.
You can play at any age.
Men and women have an equal chance of winning.
It is gentle exercise in the fresh air.
Until the final Boule is thrown the result is never certain.
What do you need to do if this sounds like a sport for you?
It could not be easier. Just get in touch. You will be made very welcome.
We have spare Boules for anyone wishing to try this out.
If you would like to try Boules when no one is around, it is no problem.
We are very happy to meet you one afternoon for a try out.
Permanent Resident or Swallow, we look forward to meeting you soon.
Brian p3aboules@outlook.com. 96136047
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PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP
Autumn 2021
So 2021 is now drawing to its close – perhaps a year that most people throughout the
world would rather forget. No-one could have predicted the disasters that evolved over
the year – the ongoing pandemic which has caused so much suffering and tragedy
worldwide, and the natural disasters – fire, floods, drought – that have claimed so many
lives.
But it is not all gloom and doom. The gradual easing of restrictions here in Cyprus mean
that we can now meet with friends again, escape from home to visit places locally or
abroad – there is a limit to how many photos we can take in our back gardens! – and
generally return to the style of life that most of us enjoyed before Covid struck. Several
people have commented to me, and I share their comments – that it has been quite
difficult to motivate oneself after the dynamic lethargy that lockdown imposed on us.
Onwards and upwards from now henceforth has to be our goal, and the Photography
Group is already starting to gather momentum.
Our Monday morning meetings at Coral Star Restaurant are very well attended and
numbers are increasing. We have been delighted to welcome several new members
during the last quarter. The topics presented at these meetings are very interesting and
informative to all levels of experience and expertise in photography and a lively
discussion of related topics usually ensues at the end of the presentation.
As well as our Monday meetings we have been spreading our wings further afield.
Several of us attended a vintage Car Rally in September and marvelled at the pristine
condition of the cars, followed by a get-together with members of the Vintage Car Group
– a great opportunity to make new friends and discuss common interests. In October
several members went on a field trip to Ayia Napa and enjoyed a three night stay at the
excellent Napa Mermaid hotel. Visits were made to the nearby Sculpture Park and its
adjoining Cactus Park – some amazing specimens to be found there both carved in
stone and natures own creations. The extensive Marina offered lots of photographic
opportunities, as did the one- day Mini cruises which departed from the harbour and
journeyed round the coastline past Cape Greco and up as far as the deserted town of
Varosha in the North, stopping off several times en route to enable passengers to take a
cooling dip in the sea.
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Photography cont’d

In early November we were finally able to go ahead with our Photographic Exhibition
and Competition at the Makers Space Gallery near Tala. The Exhibition had to be
postponed twice due to Covid, but we eventually opened the doors to P3A members
and members of the public were also welcomed. Leanne Raw, who manages the
Gallery was a tremendous help in setting up the 85 entries which members had
submitted. Well over 100 people attended the Exhibition over the three days, and we
were delighted to welcome David Sparrow, Chairman of the P3A and his wife Ros.

David, himself a professional photographer, said he was ‘blown away’ by the high
standard of the exhibits
Visitors to the Exhibition were invited to judge which photograph they considered was
the Best In Show, and the resulting votes went to Chris Scorer and Andrew Hogg, who
tied for joint first place.
We also invited a professional photographer – Andrea Christofi – to judge the exhibits.
Andrew Hogg took first and third place, with Tom Brown coming in second.
Several of the exhibits were classed as commended and highly commended. Lots of
big smiles all round and the Exhibition itself was a great success and certainly a source
of inspiration for everyone who attended.

We are planning several more field trips interspersed with our Monday morning
Meetings and plans are underway for a field trip to the North in April.
Now we are looking forward to the future and hoping that 2022 will be a better year for
everyone.
Liz Unwin
14th November 2021.
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The Friday Walking Group Trip to Transylvannia
2021

We flew Blue Air to Bucharest, then 5-hour coach trip, with potted history of Romania by
our guide Nicu, through the lowlands of Romania to the highlands of Transylvania,
passing Saxon Heritage old villages. Overnight we stopped in Sighisoara, listed by
UNESCO as a fine example of a fortified medieval town – hotel, a mansion built in 1502,
located in the centre of the citadel. Vlad the Impaler (or Dracula) was born here and
lived here until aged 4. We enjoyed a guided waIking tour of Sighisoara with many
fortified towers, used by guilds such as shoemakers for centuries, accessible and
providing wonderful views of surrounding rich countryside – then visiting the Church on
the Hill, standing 430m., rebuilt in the 1400s by German craftsmen.

Sighisoara
The day continued with a visit to Viscri, Saxon village with fortified church, building
starting in 1185 – Prince Charles bought a home here in 2006, after falling in love with
the country in 1998.
We arrived in Brasov early evening at the charming Hotel Bella Muzica (a 400-year-old
building overlooking old city’s main square). Next day we visited Peles Castle in Sinaia,
old home of the Romanian Royal family from March to October each year, a
neo-Renaissance building, beautifully preserved. Next door is Pelisor Palace which was
used by King Ferdinand and his wife Queen Mary, an accomplished artist who
decorated Pelisor Palace in sumptuous Art Nouveau style - later visiting Sinaia
Monastery with 17th century church with frescoes showing life from birth through to
heaven (or a very descriptively hell). We ended the day, back in Brasov, with a meal for
the whole group at a traditional restaurant in the old town.

Brasov Town Hall
and Square
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Friday Walking Group cont’d

Our first unforgettable hiking day was in the Carpathian Mountains to Cuicas Peak at
2000 metres, our guides Gabriel and Andrei taking good care of us. The volcanic rock
formations looked like roughly made concrete, with stunningly clear views everywhere.
The first part of the hike was an ascent of 520m over 9k, with optional extra hike to the
peak, an additional 4k and 360m climb. The extraordinary second hike was “Piatra
Craiului” (Rock of the King) Mountains in the Southern Carpathian range, one of most
popular mountains for hiking trails in Romania, reaching 1500 meters - the walk took in
very steep sided gorge, forest and farmland with astonishing views over the
surrounding mountains.

Cuicas Peak

Sunday was a rest day in Brasov, with many beautiful and historic buildings including
the Black Church started in 1383 (now Lutheran Protestant) with pews arranged, in
order, by ruling class, tradesmen guilds and others. Other historic churches are from
the Orthodox and Roman Catholic faiths as well as an impressive synagogue. Two 15 th
century towers from old town fortifications are accessible giving superb views over
Brasov as does old Citadel dating from 1529. A cable car on Mount Tampa on the east
of city gives spectacular views of the entire area at an elevation of 940m. Later a small
group visited a brown bear hide and saw three bears.
Monday’s magnificent hiking day in Bucegi Mountains included visiting very unusual
rock formations, one looking like the head of a sphinx and named appropriately, Babele
and Sfinx. After walking 13 km. at 2300m., we descended 300m. by cable car to Sinaia.
Sphinx

We said goodbye to our two
Mountain guides, who looked

after us perfectly.
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Friday walking group cont’d

Bran Castle

Tuesday, our new guide, Radu, took us on an
amazing 10 km. walk in the hills and villages
above Bran Castle (which has a tenuous
connection to Vlad the Impaler, “Count
Dracula”), with thriving tourist trade thanks to
Bram Stoker’s 1897 novel about the fictional
vampire. Walking in deep Transylvania
countryside was breathtaking, with horse and
cart transportation, and grass cutting by hand.
No vampires were spotted when we later
visited Bran Castle, affectionately known as
Dracula’s Castle.

Wednesday was a splendid
touring day, with a visit to Prejmer
fortified church, Sibiu old town,
then on to Sibiel, where we were
inducted into traditional village
life, including tour around the
outskirts of the village in horse
drawn carts and traditional lunch
and dinner, sampling local
fire-waters, along with two very
accomplished folk musicians. We
stayed in a country cottage next
to a very interesting church museum with glass painted icons, a speciality of Sibiel.

Next day was a fabulous tour of the
Transfagarasan Route, renowned to
be the most beautiful route in
Europe (covered on Top Gear)
driving along Southern Carpathians
taking in Balea Lake at over 2000m.
with some choosing to hike around
lake with icy winds at -2 degrees C.
Onwards and upwards, passing
Poienari Castle, long connected with
Vlad the Impaler, the highlight of the
day was two stops on a wooded downhill section - taking photos, first of a fully grown
brown bear sitting on a grassy bend 4m. away, then a mother bear and two youngsters
at 6m.
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Friday walking group cont’d

The marvellous 11-day tour ended Friday, staying in our comfortable hotel, in Bucharest
old town, with a very informative walk around the centre, led by our guide Radu, taking in
the Atheneum, Revolution Square, Kretzulescu Church, the old National Bank and other
items of interest. Separately, members of the group went to the Palace of
Parliament, National Art Museum, The House of Ceausescu, otherwise known as the
Spring Palace - here the communist dictator and his wife and children lived in opulence
for 25 years, whilst their people starved – the parents were later executed.

Parliament
Building

All in all, a very memorable trip!

This trip was organised by Marilyn Oldman to whom the group owe a great debt of
thanks, due in no small part to the many and varied experiences

George Murray
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Around the World Dining Group
Those of you who are ultra-observant may notice that we have re-named ourselves as
the ‘Around the World Dining Group’ from ‘Around the World in 80 Dishes Group’
because that is what we do!
We visited Kenya in September and started our evening with a Kenyan cocktail, The
Kenyan Dawa (Vodka, limes, honey, sugar and crushed ice), followed by salad inspired
by Tashas and Mango slices with lime/chili salt.
Our main courses were Kenyan stew, Ingoho (celebration chicken for special guests of
one of the Bantu Tribes - the Luhy tribe), and Irio (potato and vegetable dish).
We then enjoyed desserts of Coconut and Sweet Potato pudding and Ya Maziwa Lala
(Yoghurt, cream cheese, ground cardamon, flaked almonds, cashew nuts and fruit).
Moving into October we put together a Skandinavian
Smorgasbord. Our cocktail was Aquavit Negroni – quite
delicious, made of Aquavit, Noilly Prat and Lillet Blanc.
After a couple of glasses we moved to the dining table
and enjoyed a yummy selection of Open Sandwiches with
salmon, cucumber and caviar, home-made Liver Pate,
beetroot pickle, Skandinavian devilled eggs,
beetroot
and apple salad, boiled new potatoes with chives, Gruyere
cheese and crispbreads. We saved room for desserts of Danish
red berry pudding and Swedish apple tart.

In November we put together a menu consisting of dishes
from our own local areas where we grew up. Our cocktail was
The John Collins – gin, lemon juice, small amount of sugar and
plain soda water, served over ice.
We then enjoyed a meal of individual portions of Haggis, Neaps
and Tatties, Brummie bacon cakes, Cornish pasties and
Manchester mushy peas and broccoli.
We just about had room left to round off our meal with a serving
of Manchester tart, followed by coffee, homemade shortbread,
and chocolate – Cadbury, of course, from Bournville!

We now look forward to December when we will have a break from cooking and go out
for a meal. We have decided to go to The Sala Thai in Coral Bay as we have not eaten
Thai food for a while.
Happy Christmas and Happy Dining.
Carolyn Hart
Tel: 97 762371
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TO ALL MEMBERS

Wishing you a Happy Christmas and a Healthy 2022.
We look forward to meeting you at various events throughout the
coming Year and receiving many more articles about your Group
activities.

The Editors :-

Keith and Marian McEwen
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